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To alli whom it navy coneern 
Beit known that I, HENRY SHARP, of Port 

Richmond, in the county of Richinond and 
State of New York, have invented a new and 
Improved Wrench; and I do hereby declare 
that the following is a full, clear, and exact 

- description of the same, reference being had 
to the accompanying drawings, making a part 
of this specification, in which 
Figure 1 is a side view of my invention; 

Fig.2, an edge view of the same. 
Sinhilar letters of reference indicate corre 

sponding parts in the two figures. 
'Fhis invention consists in having the mova 

ble jaw of the wrench attached to a slide which 
is fitted on the shank or bar of the stationary 
jaw, said shank or bar being provided at One 
edge with a rack into which a lever attached 
to the sliding jaw works, all being arranged. 
in such a nanner as to form a durable and 
economical wrench. 
To enable those skilled in the art to fully 

understand and construct my invention, I 
will proceed to describe it. 
A represents the stationary jaw of the 

wrench, which is formed at one end of a shank 
or bar, B, of rectangular or other suitable 
form, and having a rack, C, at its front edge. 
On the shank or bar B there is placed a slide, 
D, which is allowed to work freely on B, and 
has a jaw, E, connected with it, the face side, 
'a, of the latter being parallel with the face 
side, 'a', of the jaw A, as shown clearly in 
Fig. ). To the outer side of the jaw Ethere 
is secured by a pivot boit, F, a lever, G; the 
bolt F passing through the lever a little at 
one side of its center. The front or outer end 

of the lever G works under a shouldér, b, at 
the outer side of jaw E, and the inner end of 
said lever works in the rack C. The ends of 
the lever G are of curved form, as shown at c, 
said curves forning parts of circles which are 
eccentric with the pivot-bolt F, as indicated 
in red in Fig. 2. The sliding or movable jaw 
E is adjusted to the nut by turning the lever 
G so that its ends will be free from the shoulder 
band rack G. Theslide D and jaw E may then 
be moved freely, and when the latter is in con 
tact with the nut the lever G is turned so that 
its curved ends e will pass one under the 
shoulder b and the other over a tooth of the 
rack C; and as said lever is adjusted in place 
its curved in her eud will, in consequence of its 
eccentricity, press the jaw Efirmly against the 
nut. The bearing or shoulder b, it will be 
seen, takes the strain off from the pivot-bolt F. 
The wrench may be made of wrought or 

malleable cast-iron, and at a very noderate 
cost. It is not liable to get out of repair, and 
may be adjusted with the greatest facility to 
n titS. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is - 
The jaw E, attached to the slide D, in com 

bination with the lever G. and rack C, all air 
ranged, substantially as shown, to form a new. 
and improved wrench. m 
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Witnesses: 
L. H. HAGGERTY, 

... EDWARD STEERS. 

  


